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lf we could play rB'h century composer J.S. Bach's

famous organ piece, Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
on this page, it would sound familiar to you. As

would the organ. And, if we played another Bach

tune wirh the lituus....wait. Lituus?

Aimost 3oo years ago, Bach wrote music for the

lituus, an instrument that was soon forgotten - until

now. Historians at a Swiss music school, Schola

Cantorum Basiliensis (sce), decided to recreate the

horn and Bach! original music. No illustration of the

horn exists. No one alive has ever heard it played.

Enter com puter scientists.

scB researchers asked Alistair Braden and Murray

Campbell from che University of Edinburgh in

Scotland to build a lituus" Dr: Braden had develcped

a computer program to,.design modern brass

instruments.
"The computer: :':tells i,,,.hcl'* meker' law
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Small Diror Nasty Bit"
This bird's got bite. OL rather this dino does. While Sinornithosaurus (Chinese-bird'lizard in Latin)

is an ancestor of modern birds, a group of American and Chinese scientists were shocked to look

o

-

at its skull and see similarities to a much different creature - a venomous snake.

The small rapror was a turkey-sized predator that lived in the forests of China during the

Cretaceous period, u4 to 55 million years ago. Though it was discovered in t999, scientists

continue to unlock its mysteries.

The team of American and Chinese scientists noticed that Sinornithosaurus's skull

had small grooves on either side of the face. This is where you normally find venom

glands. The grooves were connected to a row of sharp front teeth, similar to many

species of venomous snakes and lizards that exist today.

The scientists think the venom may have sent the victim into shock, making

it incapable of escape. That way, Sinornithosaurus could enjoy its meal

without having to worry about its prey getting away

Knowing that Sinornithosaurus may have been venomous

says a lot about its hunting habits. The small raptor would

have used stealth, perhaps hiding in the treetops before

leaping upon its prey. Researchers think it preferred

feasting upon small birds because of specialized teeth

that were probably used for removing feathers - who

wants those stuck between their incisors? fl
*.ihqono, Campbetl
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A lost lunar rover is found, and a

reflects on it - with lasers. r.j

Tom Murphy, a University of California scientist, studies how '$d

gravity works by watching the Moons orbit around Earth. Dr. Murphy
takes precise measurements - down to the millimeter - on how far the
Moon is from the Earth at any given time. Dr. Murphy gets his measurements

by shooting laser beams at special reflectors on the Moon and measuring how
long it takes for light to get to the reflector and come back.

There are five refiectors on the Moon. Three of them were placed by the
American Apollo astronauts about 40 years ago. Two others, Lunokhod t and
Lunokhod z,are carried by lunar rovers put there by the Russians around the
same time. One of the Russian rovers, Lunokhod l, operated on the Moon's
surface for about a year before it wandered away and got lost.

"lt was landed November 197c- at the height of the space racei' Dr. Murphy
says. "lt carried a laser reflector that we hadn't seen since D7l, and we wanted

! ,== to find it so we could use this reffector in our project to test gravity."
J:3 A camera that Nnsn has orbiting the Moon to scout future landing

sites recently spotted Lunokhod i. NASA scientists told Dr. Murphy
about finding Lunokhod l, and he started firing the lasers. The results were

even better than he expected.
"When we first saw it it was as bright as the Apollo reflectors, and our very

first measurement returned more light than we ever got from Lunokhod zl'

Hmmm, many reflectors make "light" work. fl
- Gordon Leathers
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Brain tilli"l

As an infant, your brain weighed between 35o and 4oo
grams - about the same as seven Mars bars (52 gram size).

As you grew so did your brain - to a whopping r3oo

to 14oo grams, over 26 Mars bars. lnstead of chocolate,

however, the main ingredient of the brain is plain old water.

But the next most abundant ingredient in the brain is

fat, only slightly less than the percentage in a Mars bar. The

brain is 10 percent fat while the Mars bar is t4 percent. And
they're both pretty sweet. fl
- Jude tsabella 7o/o
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Strawberry pickers beware: you may be out of a job one day.

But surely only a human can find the berries, pick the reddest

and juiciest ones, put them in a basket, and, if no onet
looking, eat them on the spot.

Researchers in.f apan have programmed a robot to do the
job - except for the part about eating the strawberries on

the spot when no one is looking.
"The robot has two cameras so it can see the 3-D position

of the strawberries," says Shigehiko Hayashi, an engineer at
theJapanese lnstitute of Agricultural Machinery.'At the same

time it measures the color to see how ripe the strawberries

are." Hayashi and his team won a prize at the fourth annual

Robot Awards held at the Japanese National Museum of
Emerging Science and lnnovation.

Their robot knows green strawberries aren't ready but red

ones are. lf the berry is 8o percent red, the robot slides out
a little pincher. lt grabs the stem

and snips off the berry then it
takes it, drops it in a basket, and

looks for another one.

The robot picks strawberries

almost twice as fast as you can -
and it doesn't need to stop for
breaks. While the engineers work
on other robotic pickers - for
tomatoes, for example - what's

really needed is the fearless

robot that can handle blackberry
bushes. Q
- Gordon Leathers

checked the nutritional informarion .."

on the packaging, and then ate rhe

.editors bought a sa gram Mars

product inside. Whar a sacrifice.
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It turns out that music has a lot to do with how you feel

about your dining experience.

Fine restaurants want their customers to have a great

time, stay longer, and spend more money," says Dr. Robert

Novak, a scientist from Purdue University. "They also want
you to tell your friends about how great their restaurant is."

Dr. Novak studies sound, and his son Christopher studies

the hospitality industry and works for a major hotel chain.

Togetheri they did an experiment with restaurant diners.

It turns out that if there's no music, diners can hear other
conversations, and they didn't seem to like that. But rhe

right music, played at the right volume, helps diners feel like

they're the only people there.
"Our diners were college'age students and they liked

classical music, such as Mozart or Bach," Dr. Novak said. "lt
was quiet enough that they could talk with their friends

without raising their voices, but loud enough that they didn't
have to listen to other people in the restaurant."

They also discovered that women like it quieter than men

do. Restaurants that depend on women should pick quieter
music, played at a lower volume.

"Restaurant owners should think about having a really
good sound system," Dr. Novak said. "They also might want
to have a sound level meter to make sure the volume is right
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for the people who like to eattherel' 4
- Cord Leathers
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